Abstract
f e ， for two incident edges 12 , ( ),  e e E G 12 ( ) ( )  f e f e ,then f is called the k -proper-edge coloring of (  GK PEC for short).The minimal number of colors required for a proper edge coloring of G is denoted by ()  G and is called the proper edge chromatic number. It exists a k -proper edge coloring of simple graph of G , for any two adjacent vertices u and v in G , the set of colors assigned to the edges incident to u differs from the set of colorsincident to v ,then f is called k -adjacent-vertex-distinguishing proper edge coloring, is avvreviatedk AVDEC, also called a adjacentstrong edge coloring. The minimal number of colors required for a adjacent-vertex-distinguishing edge coloring of G is denoted by ()
INTRODUCTION
The coloring problem of graphs is an extremely difficult problem, widely applied in practice. Some conditional coloring problems are introduced by Harary (Harary,1985) . Some network problems can be converted to the edge coloring (Burris and Schelp,1997; Bazgan C Harkat-Benhamdine and Li 1999; Balister,2003) and adjacent strong edge coloring.
PRELIMINARIES
With Definition 1(Bondy J A and Marty U S R,1976) For a graph ( , )
G V E , if a proper coloring f is satisfied with ( ) . The sets are {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}. Let every set correspond a vertex, we can obtain the vertices of coloring same color are odd, but the vertices of coloring same color are even by graph theory, so 2 () MP don't exists 4-AVDEC. In order to prove the conclusion be true, we only need construct a map f from 2 ( ( )) E M P to {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}: 
MAIN RESULT AND CONCLUSIONS
MP , the conclusion is true. From all of above two cases, the conclusion is true.
Theorem 2 For n ≥ 3, then ( ( )) 3
u u u are vertices of maximum degree and exists some adjacent, ( ( )) 3  n M C n from lemma 2 and 7. It is obviously to prove exists ( 3)  n -AVDEC of () n MC , we only need to construct a map f from ( ( ))
MC , the conclusion is true.
Theorem 3 For n ≥ 3, then 
C u Obviously, the f is 6-AVDEC of 3 () MF , the conclusion is true. Case3 When n ≥ 4, Δ(M(Fn)) = n + 1 from lemma 3, () n MF exists some vertices of maximum degree are adjacent， ( ( )) ( ( )) 1 2
It is obviously to prove exists ( 2)  n -AVDEC of () n MF , we only need to construct a map f from ( ( )) n E M F to {1, 2, • • • , n + 1, 0}: 
